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THE ORIGIN AND 
EVOLUTION OF HUMAN 
COMMUNICATION
If we were walking the walk, were we talking the talk?
“If we want to understand human 





John Edward Gray (1825)






Late Miocene ≈9-12mya Hominid
Divergence from 
chimpanzees 


























species) is a 
candidate




Blombos Cave (S. 
Africa); 75k-100kya





40k – 35K:  France; 
Spain; Germany
Hominin:  H. sapiens
Music (?) Pleistocene
(Paleolithic period)
Flute:  Hohle Fels
cave; Swabia, 
Germany
Hominin:  H. sapiens
BLOMBOS CAVE ARTIFACT 
DATED TO 73,000 
BLOMBOS CAVE ARTIFACT 
DATED TO 75-100K 
AURIGNACIAN FLUTE FROM 
HOHLE FELS CAVE (40K – 35K) 
HOHLE FELS FIGURINES FROM 
AURIGNACIAN PERIOD 36,000YA 
WHICH CAME FIRST, THE POINT, THE MIME, 
OR THE GRUNT?




REFERENTIAL AND INTENTIONAL 
GESTURE IN CHIMPANZEES
• Referential pointing and individual intentionality:  “arm raise” = “acquire 
object”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9n6s6lCbASM
• Referential pointing (referential) and pantomime (iconic gesturing)in 
Bonobos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1Wxpt_yUAY
WHAT WERE THE FUNDAMENTAL BUILDING 





•Establishing a common ground (shared 
understanding of the situation at hand)
“I KNOW THAT YOU KNOW THAT I KNOW…”






EVOLVED COMMUNICATIVE MOTIVES 




TALK, TALK, TALK, TALK…….


















“LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, BATTING FIRST 
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